Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.
Then fill in the answer on your answer document.

Becky Schroeder, Young Inventor
1

Do you ever wish for a tool that would make your life easier?
Becky Schroeder didn’t just wish for such a tool—she invented
one! And she was only 10 years old when she got the idea for her
invention.

2

One day Becky was waiting inside her family’s car while her
mother was shopping. Becky was trying to finish her math
homework, but it was getting dark outside. Since there was no
flashlight in the car, she wondered how she could solve her
problem.

3

“So I thought it would be neat to have my paper light up
somehow, and that’s when the idea came to me,” Becky said.

4

Becky was certain she had a good idea; she just needed to
turn it into a good plan. She thought about her glow-in-the-dark
toys and tried to figure out how they worked and what made them
glow. She studied a Frisbee and decided that it must be made of a
material that reflected light.

5

Becky’s father took her to a hardware store, where they
bought a special paint that glows after it has been exposed to
light for a short time. Becky tried an experiment in her bathroom.
It was the ideal place to test her idea because it was the darkest
room in the house. First she applied the special paint to a piece of
paper and held the paper up to a lightbulb. When she turned the
light off, the paint on the paper glowed.

6

Next Becky applied the special paint to a plastic board. Her
plan was to make the board glow. She hoped that if she could get
it to glow, the light would shine through a piece of paper placed
on top of the board. She held the board up to the light for several
seconds and found that her conclusion was correct—the painted
board glowed. She would be able to write on a piece of paper
even in the dark!
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Becky shares her invention.

7

Soon a big-city newspaper published a story about Becky’s
invention, which she had named Glo-Sheet. People and businesses
began ordering Glo-Sheets. They loved her simple new tool
because they could use it anytime they needed to write in the
dark. Medical workers used it when they needed to make notes
while caring for patients during nighttime. Theater critics used it to
write notes while they watched plays in dark theaters. Scientists
at NASA heard about the Glo-Sheet and wondered whether its
inventor had ever worked for the space agency. They had trouble
imagining how a 10-year-old could have invented this amazing
tool.

8

Becky became the president of her own company and the
youngest girl ever to receive a U.S. patent. Her patent made
Becky the only person who had the right to make Glo-Sheets and
prevented anyone else from producing them. Becky worked to
improve her invention and tested new uses for Glo-Sheets. She
experimented with materials such as plastic and cloth. She also
tried using different colors and sizes of Glo-Sheets. Eventually, she
earned patents for other types of Glo-Sheets. Her invention wasn’t
just for math homework anymore.
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38 Becky studied her glow-in-the-dark toys most likely because they —
F could be used in rooms without windows
G were not popular before Glo-Sheets were invented
H provided light when no other source was available
J

were invented for use by NASA astronauts

39 The author describes events in sequential order mainly to —
A show that inventing something requires time and patience
B explain how Becky thought of and created her invention
C get readers interested in trying Becky’s invention
D show readers how to create their own Glo-Sheets
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40 What effect did the newspaper article about Becky’s invention have?
F It helped people learn about a useful new product.
G It gave Becky ideas for ways to use plastic and other materials.
H It encouraged Becky to think about how others could benefit from her
invention.
J

It prevented other people from copying Becky’s idea.

41 Which words from paragraph 8 help the reader understand the meaning of right?
A became the president
B worked to improve
C prevented anyone else from producing them
D experimented with materials
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42 An important idea presented in this selection is that —
F patience is required for success
G difficult questions are not easy to answer
H receiving an award is an honor
J

young people can be quite creative

43 The photograph included with the selection shows —
A the reason people were surprised by Becky’s invention
B which companies purchased Becky’s invention
C the process Becky followed to create her invention
D that people were interested in Becky’s invention
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44 Read this sentence from paragraph 5.
Becky’s father took her to a hardware store, where
they bought a special paint that glows after it has
been exposed to light for a short time.

What does this sentence suggest about Becky’s father?
F He was familiar with the methods used by successful scientists.
G He wanted to share the credit for his daughter’s invention.
H He was willing to support his daughter’s idea.
J

He was the person responsible for his daughter’s success.

BE SURE YOU HAVE RECORDED ALL OF YOUR ANSWERS
ON THE ANSWER DOCUMENT.
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